A Note From Wayne
First off, I would like to thank all of
the readers for being patient while I
battled with a bout of the flu/cold.
This is what caused a delay in the
release of the January Edition of this
magazine.

Can you believe this? It is six months later and already two
editions of The Magic Happens has been released and a third,
as of writing this note. What a trip and a half this has been.
I have come from, WOW, what I can place into this magazine
that would interest folks like you, to what direction do I desire
to speak about in this edition that people would really enjoy
and maybe gain a tid bit of inspiration from.

The response continues to be amazing and I do
appreciate all the emails, donations and the
daily hits to this magazine.
The New Year always seems to bring out the best of everyone,
with new goals, ideas and or plans that will help move
everything forward in their lives. For me this magazine is no
different. Both Kat and I, along with our editor Mary K and all
the other contributors have always tried to show from our own
experience the greatness we all can obtain just by playing in
life for the higher good of all. You know what, it really, really,
really, works.

So, this year is going to be one hundred times greater than
last year was. That is just how things work in our lives these
days. Why not take those New Years intentions, move them
forward to your satisfaction and see how far you can take
them? You will be amazed with that little bit of feel good focus,
where your dreams may lead.

The start of any New Year is kind of like wiping
the slate clean and having a whole new playing
field.
Use that fresh canvas, that new piece of paper, to evolve it
into something that is earth shattering. If you prefer to use
your own scale, turn it into something that simply pleases you.
We have learned from other canvas’s we have painted into our
life, we have moved through pieces of contrast and we are
now ready to grow with our knowledge in this moment of time.
Pick up that paint brush, that pen or just use your mind to
mold your thoughts into what you desire for the upcoming
year. You are your own master of creation, you are the energy
behind what you wish to Be, Have or Do. You are totally
connected to your source. You are truly a powerful being…
To each and every one of our faithful readers, I wish you all
the most abundant and prosperous New Year and many more
to follow.
Peace and Love
Wayne
Email Wayne

